
HAROLD WEISBERG 
7627 Old Receiver Rd. 
Frederick, MD 21702 

Mr. t. James Woolsey, Zrector PERWNAL 	 10/17/94 
Cenral Intelligence Agency Wasl'ngton, DC 
Dear Mr. tioolseY. 

It may be a. futility to address you, personally, as it has been in the past with 
antler director, but as I then believed, 1  believe. now that the director should know 
what I write about. Not someone, as then, with an.interest in his not knowing. The current criticisms of the CIA reminds me. Bat first I apologize for my typing and wiz. writing. I'm 81, in impaired health apd. they can be no better. Ihen1VUnder FOIA I first requested the CIA's records on and about me I got no respo se. The taw then required amknowledgements within 10 days. A lawyer friend then 
spoke to (general Counsel Lawrence Houston. He invited us to visit him. Be told us he 
found no record of my making any euch.requests. When,' showed him two carbon copies he kn w I had made those requests. So, to begin with, others.in the CIA.,lied to its 
general counsel to violate the law and to deny me my rights under it. hereafter.I did receive a few records, what I thin knew. was far from all. As 
alway happened, appeal was a futility. 

1 en the Privacy Act was paased I was by this CIA dishonesty denied my rights under hat Act. Now I am told that in under- the 1992 Act the CIA has deposited at the 
Archly s and made available for any use defamatory records about me, records I am sure 
are no faithful to fact, from what I've been told they say. I have no other souree'bn 
what trey say because I cannot travel safely and because the CI both lied to its genera counsel and violated the laws to withhold frbm me what it had and was not within  
any ex motion to the Acts. This means that the CIA has defamed me forever with no recour for any meaningful correction when it would have been reiced to file and disclos= with the records alleged to be inaccurate 	statement I would file, as underet Id the Privacy Act. What it placed in the *ebibea and susceptible to this kind 
of hurt ul misuse it still denied me more than two decades after I requested copies of 
them. 1 d appealed their denial, 

In•luded in waft was disclosed was an Office of Security memo stating that it had 
two fil s on me. It was then x-ed through and not given to Mr. Houston. 	̀ Af er theAct was amended in 1974, with one of my earliest FOIA cases cited in the 
legilat've history as requ'ring that CIA, FBI and similar agency records be accessible 
under FOIA, I filed a number of additional requests. They/were ignored. When I inquired the next year, under that 10-day law, I was told some were subsumed in other requests 
and as I recall that the CIA would , in its own good time, get around to the others. 



That aid not happen. Not only did that not happen, in some instances the requested 

recor ds were later disclosed to other, i no copies to me. 

One of the dirtier tricks used to denyme records copies of which were mine as a 

matt -r of right was to dump on me a large volume of records 1  had not requested, did 

not lent and had no use for. This was done in violation of the CIA's own regulations, 

as ni ignored appeal made clear with a copy of those regulations. It was required to 

give me an estimate of the total cost and to require a down-payment-if I had requested 

the'. Because I did not pay for what I  neither wanted nor needed nor asked for the CIA 

the/ took the position that because I  owed it money it could not let me have anything 

unt'l I paid it. (It had earlier refused to accept those copies back.) 

These records relate to the CIA's toying with the mind. My initial interest in 

t t was limited to a memo it gavethe Warren Commission saying we. then were five years 

ahe d of the USSR in that fiSe:d. I later had an additional interest, in the Frank Olson 
ry cas . I'd know/one of his sons as a teen-aged. But I neither had nor expresed any other 

int rest and some time before it dumped those many unwanted boxes on me the CIA had 

ann uncdd full disclozure on that subject: So I also had no reason to expect any other 

records from it. 

To this day 1  have since then received only refe4ls back to the CIA from other 

age cies, and I am confident I have not gotten all of them,' 

While obviously do not know what is in those two office of Security files on me 

or bout any records other components have, as I we confident some do, I do have a ptetty 

a$ idea of what some of those withheAd'records include. They include spying on what I 

sari at the least by using a commercial service to give the CIA transdripts and prima' 

fac e cases of interfering with my publicaictiOn here and abgead. Abroad at the time, ad 

the ehnrch committee disclosed, when it was having foreign mail intercepted. Some of 

min,t, all relating to publication, were delayed and some never reached me. ]his includes 

eve mansfibript copies. 

Within the CMited States this includes a1 prima facie case when E. Howard 'hunt seems 

to lave figured in it. Be then had as a New York cover address the literary agency of 

Lij), tauer & Wilkinson, 500 Fifth Lve.tNew York City.- I took a deal to that agency for 

it o handle and instead it was killed.' 

I have carbon copies of some of the transcripts the CIA paid to get, bills to it 

as 'The rublic Affairs Staff," with a copy of at least one check in payment and the gA;.- 

env lope in which it was m'iled, a Riggs bank check with no menion of the CIS on it 
wk.161V 

or he never or the bill. I do not now have ready access to my files but I remember 

the names -Harold Ober and I think Jeanne Davis as among those figuring in this. 

And all of this when any domestic activity was prohibit for the CIA. 



It also was after Director Helms  told the newspaper-publishers' convention, "gust 
on we do not target on Americans.". 

If my purpose was to make a stink, there is more I can add to this. Like Helms' 
unt'uthful testimony to the Watergate commifitee that it was not until after Hunt retired 
that the CIA referred or recommended to The Mullen Agency that it employ him. He had 
bee). there for years when he was a CIA employee. When there and when a CIA employee 
he as part of the campaign to get Justice Douglas impeached. I have this documentlk 
solidly. And that documentation may well include others involved with the Watergating 
1.1111li eubruis. There is also a reasonable case of other CIA Watergate involvement that 
I 	haveh with names.And phones and addresses. 

But wy interest is not in making any kind of stink. It is in compliance with the 
1 s and with my requests uder the laws. 

4 
When I am 81 and in seriouslt impaired health this means reasonably prompt com- 

pli ce if it is to have any meaning. 

When all of this is up to more than two decades old it surely qualifies for getting 
to the top of any lists and this is what I am now asking of you. Including first of all 
al records relating to me so that for the record for history I can file what I may 
wait to say about them with you and with the Archives. 

Regardless of what any contrived records may reflect, I am not and I never have 
be opposed to proper intelligence in the modern world. Before there was the OSS in 
wl*ch I served when that was not compulsory I g4e, as the records that were disclosed 
to ne reflect, Jimmy Roosevelt what his father used ixia "fireside chat" that included 
,1 s for a pro-Hitler putsch in Chile. I also gave those records to the Department of 
Justice. And when I was a soldier in thepOS and was given a medical discharge I declined 
a ob with a major magaztne to continue working in intelligence at a lawer pay. 

Some terribly sick things were done in the name of intelligence and what I  encapsulate 
herein is, I believe, pretty sick and very wrong, too. It is anything but the proper 

f ctioning of an intelligence agency. It did, I believe, violate both our laws and our 
Constitution. 

I would like to have some reason to believe it is now all of the past but giving 
these records to the Archives for any misuse wanted while still denying them to me does 
no ►  encourage this hope. 

I also hope that for once this reaches a director so he can be aware of it and do 
wh t is necessary to see that it is not repeated again. 

SiFere 

0'44  
Harold Weisberg 


